ProActive
Automate business processes
and workflow without
modifying existing core
business systems

ProActive allows you to
streamline processes, automate
procedures and reduce manual
errors through intelligent and
native IBM i workflow
automation.

ProActive allows users to implement an intelligent
approach to workflow automation without
modification to the existing system.
.
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Monitor changes to any field within and
IBM i database
Trigger events depending upon the change
that has occurred
Create an audit log of file change
Run SQL statements
Execute programs, passing parameters from
the before and after image
Create multi-tiered workflows activated
depending upon value parameter
Able to be fully integrated with other
Utilities 400 portfolio solutions including
iKeyer and iRoute

“

ProActive allowed us to fully leverage the power of
our enterprise. We've automated previously manual
systems while simultaneously increasing accuracy
and throughput.

Workflow Automation for the IBM i Enterprise.
Automating business processes can be completed through electronic
receipt, business transactions, field value changes and data
entry. ProActive can trigger events and events can be conditioned by
the changes that have occurred. For example, only trigger event if the
customer balance now exceeds the credit limit. Optimise automation
per customer, activity and/or user – the choices are almost limitless.
Using the workflow rules engine, ProFiler allows you to
integrate disparate business processes together. You can
launch other programs or procedures depending upon
values within different enterprise systems WITHOUT
manual intervention with parameters and data
transferred securely.
Using its integrated rules engine, ProActive allows you to
apply logic to events that will trigger/launch actions
depending upon values and variables. Add multiple rules
to build powerful workflow to add intelligence and
automation to common and/or complex procedures to
streamline processes.

Increasing productivity and
efficiency through workflow
automation while simultaneously
increasing security through
ProActive’s stable and robust ‘tried
and tested’ technology

ProActive will allow you to build in your own business
rules to ensure that any input data outside agreed field
parameters will not be accepted.
ProActive optimises the efficiency of processes by
delivering ‘the right work to the right people at the right
time’. Its engine automates business processes using
stacked logic rules in order to make intelligent decisions.
Automating processes not only improves efficiencies but
also removes the potential for input error. In addition,
without intervention (unless specified) or delay, task get
completed immediately with a full audit trail recorded.
ProActive works 24/7 every day of the year. It responds
immediately to your automation requirements and
completes work which manually, may take many minutes
or hours to complete, in seconds.

Learn about more IBM i solutions from
the Utilities 400 enterprise suite.

Utilities 400 specialise in developing and delivering
high quality applications for users of the IBM i
platform anywhere in the world.
ProActive is just one of the many solutions within
their enterprise solution suite.

For more information on our integration, intelligence
and application development solutions, please
contact our partner network or Utilities 400 direct.

Utilities 400 [Head Office]
Churchgate House, Churchgate
Bolton, Lancashire,
United Kingdom BL1 1HS
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+44 (0) 1204 388 883
info@uti400.com
support@uti400.com
@Utilities400
www.utilities400.com

